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As announced at HPE Discover Vegas 2019 during Antonio Neri’s keynote, HPE is pioneering Cloudless Computing, a new approach to how software is developed, delivered, and consumed. It radically simplifies and democratizes the way developers and users access the tools, services and data that power enterprise applications. [This portends a major shift in how HPE and the entire IT industry will do business. Customers are asking questions, so it’s a perfect time to engage at a thought leadership level face-to-face with your customers.][Next: Today’s hybrid reality.]



Nube Privada, publica y creciendo,  clouds en el extremo.
LA REALIDAD ACTUAL DE LA HYBRID CLOUD
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We live in a hyper-connected world where everyone and increasingly everything is generating and sharing data, creating new value and driving a new speed of business.Everyone’s on a transformation journey to keep pace. Cloud has been a proven catalyst but now it’s different because:The world is hybrid – and becoming more so as enterprises now operate 5 clouds (Rightscale 2018 State of Cloud Survey); There’s no one-cloud-fits-all; enterprises operate private, public and increasingly, edge clouds too.�At HPE we define hybrid cloud as a system of cloud services encompassing public and private, on and off-premises. The hybrid nature allows for better flexibility to meet individual application and user requirements with a consistent experience, cost control, security and governance, letting you gain control over the right mix of IT solutions for your current and future apps, whether they live at the edge or in the cloud.We believe cloud is not a destination – it’s an experience; enterprises want what they love about the public cloud experience – fast access to resources and pay-per-use economics.Multi-cloud requires a new way; there are more clouds and choices than ever – cloud providers, cloud stacks and tools – bringing added complexity with costly overprovisioning and underutilization, capital trapped in fixed assets and skills gaps and talent shortages – and unpredictable costs (Gartner Research: organizations without a plan for cloud cost management may overspend by 70% or more).[Next: walled gardens]
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In the early days of the internet, companies like AOL offered a walled garden of connectivity and content. Soon enough, the internet as a radically open structure began to knock holes in that wall and the web raised razed it to the ground.Somehow, computing companies have looked back to the era of siloed data and services as a golden age and have kept attempting to rebuild those ruins, with fluctuating levels of effectiveness. AWS and the other providers are, we believe, analogs of AOL.Developers to have to choose to deploy in a particular cloud – private or public – for any given workload and then live with that choice for the life of the application. We’ve made a lot of progress with Hybrid, but it is still, in essence, an overlay that cobbles together workloads across Cloud boundaries – typically from a private cloud to a public cloud. While there are real business objectives (regulatory needs, elasticity of resources, etc.) that are driving this model, it is inelegant, complex, rigid and costly due to the need to manage multiple control systems and domain-specific policy models. These barriers tend to create lock-in: accommodating the different policy frameworks and service catalogs of each walled garden is just too hard.There has to be a better way.[Next: Cloudless Computing.]



NUESTRA VISIÓN: 
CLOUDLESS COMPUTING

Transformará 
por completo el enfoque del 
acceso, la distribución y el 
consumo de software
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There is a better way, which we call Cloudless Computing. Cloudless obliterates the notion of public-ness and private-ness and allows applications and their constituent workloads to live wherever best suits them from a business need perspective. Our customers ask us every day for our help and advice on cloud-enabling their existing enterprise applications. Cloudless Computing will provide them with seamless access to the broadest possible (internet-scale) range of cloud-hosted and cloud-native products and services, and maximum freedom in re-architecting, implementing and hosting these critical workloads. It delivers them from the Hobson’s choice of data-migration vs cloud-economics vs application-segmentation that every cloud-enablement project confronts when selecting a traditional cloud provider. Our partners ask us every day for the means to deliver their innovative products and services to our extensive customer base. Cloudless Computing provides the level playing field for independent software vendors, independent hardware vendors, and data providers, and will usher in the next great (Post-Cloud) era in IT functionality, efficiency, agility, and economics. Cloudless Computing dies not replace public clouds. They become just another set of resources.Cloudless Computing dissolves the distinction between the private cloud and the public cloud. Cloudless Computing doesn’t make clouds go away. It just dissolves the walls between them, resulting in no discernible distinction between public-ness and private-ness.[Next: the history of increasing abstraction]



No se distinguiraá entre la nube pública y la privada
CLOUDLESS DESMONTARÁ LAS PARCELAS AMURALLADAS
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One of the ways we can trace the development of computing is by charting the movement from bare metal to the Internet, to the web, to virtual machines, and finally to containers. In other words, we have moved from individual machines to networks to virtualization. The next step in this journey: Cloudless Computing. Cloudless Computing is a new approach to how software is developed, delivered, and consumed. It radically simplifies and democratizes the way developers and users access the tools, services, and data that power enterprise applications. Cloudless workload endpoints mutually and atomically authenticate, attest, and operate unconstrained by traditional perimeter security discipline. For nearly two decades, transformation of IT has been driven by infrastructure abstraction. This started with virtual machines. Now containers are becoming mainstream.The next level of abstraction is serverless computing which takes functions as input, performs logic, returns the output, and then shuts down. You are only billed for the resources used during the execution of those functions. Developers don’t have to think about multi-threading or load-balancing. They can just focus on their code. (Indeed, you can think of containers as “OS-less” and VMs as “hardware-less.”But, serverless only works inside the walled gardens of public cloud providers.Cloudless is the next step, orchestrating workloads seamlessly, irrespective of public/private cloud boundaries.                                           But just as serverless doesn’t dispense with servers but just makes the orchestration of them go away, Cloudless Computing doesn’t make clouds go away. It just dissolves the walls between them, resulting in no discernible distinction between public-ness and private-ness.On thing this graphic doesn’t capture is that Cloudless doesn’t replace serverless: it encompasses all of these. Cloudless bare metal. Cloudless virtual machines. Cloudless containers. Cloudless anything. Cloudless everything. [Next: the three fabrics.]



CLOUDLESS COMPUTING CONSISTS OF THREE “FABRICS”
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Our cloudless vision is a woven from three fabrics: Trust, Connectivity and Value. First, the trust fabric. It automates privacy and data sovereignty compliance. It ensures that only devices that aren’t compromised, software that is fully validated, and data that is legitimately accessible are allowed to participate. And no data moves unencrypted. So the parts of your world that you don’t control can’t hurt you. Second, the Connectivity Fabric will provide automatic, intelligent, resilient connectivity across every cloud, all the way out to every device on every edge without the need for costly, complex, and constricting security inspection. On top, we’ll leverage our relationships with customers and partners and most critically, the open-source development community to form what we call the “Cloudless Value Fabric”: an economic framework that will allow all open-source software, services and data providers a truly open development paradigm. The value fabric offers "an economic framework that will allow the open source software community a truly open landing spot that will drive innovation not just for the public-cloud walled gardens but will open new vistas for innovation using similar services, tools, and methodologies wherever they are needed. These include private data centers, distributed retail edges, and emerging service operators—anywhere the cloudless framework is enabled.[Next: everyone gains.]



UN TERRENO DE JUEGO CON LAS MISMAS REGLAS QUE BENEFICIAN A TODO EL MUNDO POR IGUAL
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What's in it for you? Why do you care? Enterprise developers and IT professionals will enjoy immediate, seamless access to tools, software, and services offered by public cloud operators, SaaS operators and hyperscaler entities that have conventionally been difficult to consume in the enterprise data center model. In addition, Cloudless Computing will offer new mechanisms that can simplify the incorporation of legacy application environments and securely map them in new ways to cloud services. Cloudless Computing allows an alternative non-public-cloud development model that benefits cloud-native developers by providing access to traditional enterprise private clouds as well as offering greater portability of software, tools and services. Now let’s look a little closer at each of the three fabrics. [Next: the Trust Fabric]



ESTRUCTURA DE CONFIANZA
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The foundation of Cloudless Computing is the Trust Fabric. Built on the principle of Zero Trust, which inverts and radically simplifies the security model. Today our systems are based on the idea of blacklisting: our security mechanisms look for known bad behaviors. Every device is assumed safe until it exhibits one of those behaviors. This is why bad actors, once they have breached an enterprises security perimeter can move around unnoticed for hundreds of days. We spend billions on ineffective security measures.Zero trust flips that around to a whitelist model. Only devices that can continually prove their integrity can participate in a computation. Further, Zero Trust ensures that only devices that aren’t compromised, software that is fully validated, and data that is legitimately accessible are allowed to participate. And no data moves unencrypted. So, the parts of your world that you don’t control can’t hurt you. That means that “software-defined perimeter security” will be unnecessary and ineffective. Shrinking perimeters within datacenters to supposedly make network-based inspection easier simply won’t work at scale. It just compounds complexity until even the most sophisticated IT security teams will lose control.This trust fabric leverages the fact that we are the leader in silicon root of trust from a server infrastructure perspectiveThere, with more than a million servers shipped to allow that anchor point in silicon to be leveraged to imbue stronger security to the whole application landscape: ProLiant, Apollo, Synergy, HyperConverged and now also Edgeline in the EL8000In short, we make the world’s secure servers because we don’t trust other people’s silicon. We uniquely use a separate watchdog chip to ensure the system has not been compromised. It’s not a good idea to rely on the microprocessor to do this. Partly because a microprocessor has no ability to know it’s been compromised, but also because of the “blast radius”: once a processor has been compromised, an attacker has access to the entire network.And we’re extending the silicon root of trust up the stack, to protect the firmware and the operating system. We’re also leading a cross-industry effort to make every component – from fans to CPUs – trustworthy at all times. The dirty secret is that they’re not today. Even a simple fan has hackable firmware.Cloudless allows the user to use their own crypto key services or use those provided by HPE.This is very different from AWS where users are strongly encouraged to use their key management. There are good reasons for this: it allows them to move users’ data and workloads around, which saves the developer from having to worry about it.But the consequences are evident in the recent Capital One breach where the keys were compromised by an AWS employee. This would not have happened in a Cloudless world.[Next: the Connectivity Fabric]



Conectividad automática, inteligente y resiliente a través de cada nube y perímetro
ESTRUCTURA DE CONECTIVIDAD
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Second, the Connectivity Fabric will provide automatic, intelligent, resilient connectivity across every cloud, all the way out to every device on every edge without the need for costly, complex, and constricting security inspection. The Connectivity Fabric provides an abstraction that allows developers to not be concerned with the minutia of network policies and controls and simply utilize the namespace-oriented connection mechanisms that are emerging in the cloud-native tools and application landscape. In other words, Cloudless Computing orchestrates custom network topologies designed to optimize application performance without the need for application developers to worry about the network. The fabric uses whatever pipes are available to get the job done as efficiently as possible.Once only devices that are allowed to talk to each other can do so, the network no longer has to play any role in security. Network providers can concentrate on what they do best: optimizing latency, bandwidth and availability.Garner forecast worldwide cybersecurity spending in 2019 would exceed $124B. Most of that was spend on largely ineffective network security layers. With Cloudless, the need for that simply evaporated. And as we said before, these endpoints can be anything on the Trust Fabric. Cloudless bare metal. Cloudless virtual machines. Cloudless containers. Cloudless serverless functions. Cloudless anything. Cloudless everything. We’re not going to attempt to build all of this; we need the community to come along with us.[Next: the Value Fabric.]



ESTRUCTURA DE VALOR

Source: Cloud Native Computing 
Foundation
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There are hundreds of cloud-native players, producing amazing functionality for every conceivable computing task.But today, cloud native innovation is largely for the benefit of the largest operators, largely inaccessible to average business. We are going to change that.This is not just a HPE initiative; this is open to everyone.  Cloudless pulls together best of breed components no matter where they live, with security assured.Pay-as-you-go for just like cloud or create your own financial model.  You have freedom and choice.The Value Fabric creates a level playing field for innovation and gives enterprise developers direct access to the enormous richness of the CN community.Creates a channel for cloud-native innovators to find and engage their customers directly, with solutions that meet their precise needs.It’s a win-win-WIN for all the players. HPE is going to upstream virtually everything we do back into the CNCF.[Next: Cloudless is built for an as-a-service world]
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Cloudless Computing is built to allow as-a-service models to flourish.Why? In the old world, everything was manual throughout the whole lifecycle. Timelines were measured in months.Now we need minutes at most, seamless and automatic. Cloudless Computing allow paying for computing to be as flexible, transparent and seamless as the computation itself. It’s the ideal framework for an on-demand, as-a-service world.Pay-as-you-go for just like cloud or create your own financial model.The simplicity of the public clouds, but with freedom, agility and choice.[Next: Future History]



LA HISTORIA DEL FUTURO
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This slide shows how we think the world will change over the next few years.This is not simply PowerPoint. Years of development have got us to this point and some of the components of Cloudless are already in place, including the silicon root of trust. Soon, we’re going to show you a proof of concept that demonstrates the architectural components working together on a real-world workload. More advanced versions of the cloudless building blocks will appear and the ecosystem will start to emerge as the cloud native community becomes an irresistible force.\We believe it won’t be long before Cloudless is mainstream. [Next: preparing for Cloudless]
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